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Abstract—Automatic face detection is the essential part of the
facial expression recognition (FER) systems. Before
investigating the facial expressions, it is compulsory to detect
and extract the faces first from the expression frames. Existing
methods often involve modeling of the face detection that
normally necessitates huge amount of training data and cannot
efficiently tackle changes over time. In this paper, an
unsupervised technique based on active contour (AC) model is
adopted in order to detect and extract the human faces
automatically from the expression frames. In this model, the
combination of two energy functions like Chan-Vese (CV)
energy and Bhattacharyya distance functions were exploited
that not only minimize the dissimilarities within the object
(face) but also maximize the distance between the object (face)
and background. The developed method is more robust to
noise and illumination that are typical issues in FER systems.
The proposed AC model is an unsupervised technique; means
no training data is required. The developed approach achieved
best results than of conventional CV AC model.

The authors of [4–10] employed different appearancebased methods for face detection. However, appearancebased methods have some limitations, like these methods
are very sensitive to scale, their accuracy rate decreases
under varying pose, illumination and in complex
environments. Also it is almost impossible for these
methods to ﬁnd an optimal way of projection that has the
capability to instantaneously discriminate multiple face
classes [11].
Some factors such as illumination, head pose and
occlusion might reduce robustness of the FER systems;
therefore, the authors of [12] and [13] employed the
combination of skin-color and template matching methods
in order to detect the face. However, still the skin-color
methods have difﬁculties to get the faces robustly under
varying lighting conditions and especially in the presence of
complex background [14]. Moreover, template methods are
correlation-based, which computational wise much
expensive and also a huge amount of storage are required
[15].
Therefore, the objective of this paper is to propose an
unsupervised face detection AC model that automatically
detects and extracts the human face from the facial frame.
The proposed AC model based on level set and is the
combination of two energy functions like Chan-Vese [16]
energy and Bhattacharyya distance [17] functions. The
proposed AC model is most robust to noise and
illuminations, which not only minimizes the dissimilarities
within the object (face) but also maximizes the distance
between the two regions such as face and the background.
We already described some related work about this ﬁeld.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
delivers an overview of the proposed AC model. Section III
provides some experimental results of the proposed model
with some discussion on the results and a comparison with
the conventional CV AC model. Finally, the paper will be
concluded after some future directions in Section IV.

Keywords-component; Facial expressions; face dectection;
active contour; level set.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Essentially, face detection is the ﬁrst-step for automatic
FER systems, with the purpose of localizing and extracting
the face region from the expression frames. It has several
applications such as content-based image retrieval, video
coding, video conferencing, crowd surveillance, and
intelligent human computer interfaces. The human face is a
dynamic object and has a high degree of variability in its
appearance, which makes face detection a difﬁcult problem
in computer vision. A wide variety of techniques have been
proposed, ranging from simple edge-based algorithms to
composite high-level approaches utilizing advanced pattern
recognition methods.
Though, there lots of works have been done for face
detection; however, most of them have their own
limitations. In [1], the author exploited Neural Network
(NN) for face detection that divided the frame in small
windows in order to ﬁnd the location of the face. However,
the performance of NN is completely reliant on the number
of hidden layers and nodes and learning rates, and also to
get an optimum performance, the network has to be
comprehensively adjusted [2]. A robust geometrical method
has been proposed by [3] for face detection; however, this
method does not has the capability to represent the global
face structure.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Mostly, the accuracy of the FER systems reliant on the
performance of automatic face detection. In the ﬁeld of
image segmentation, since it was ﬁrst introduced by [18],
active contour (AC) model has achieved much attention.
An AC model is a deformable spline inﬂuenced by
constraint and image forces that pull it towards object
contours. It tries to move into a position where its energy is
minimized. Active contour tries to improve by imposing
desirable properties such as continuity and smoothness to
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region inside it. Therefore, the energy functional is deﬁned
by

the contour of the object, which means that the active
contour approach adds a certain degree of prior knowledge
for dealing with problem of ﬁnding the object contour.
Recently in [16], the Chan-Vese (CV) proposed a novel
form of active contour for object segmentation based on
level set framework. Unlike other active contour models
which rely much on the gradient of the image as the
stopping term and thus have unsatisfactory performance in
noisy images, the CV active contour model does not use the
edge information but utilizes the difference between the
regions inside and outside of the curve, making itself one of
the most robust and thus widely used techniques for image
segmentation, especially, in the area of face detection. Its
energy function is deﬁned by
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where x
(the image plane) ⊂R,
Z is a certain image
feature such as intensity, color, or texture, and cin and cout
are respectively the mean values of the image feature inside
[in(c)] and outside [out(c)] the curve C. Considering the
image segmentation as a clustering problem, we can see that
this model forms two segments (clusters) such that the
differences within every segment are minimized. However,
the global minimum of the above energy functional does not
always guarantee the desirable results. The unsatisfactory
result of the CV AC in this case is due to the fact that it is
trying to minimize the dissimilarity within each segment but
does not take into account the distance between different
segments. The proposed methodology is to incorporate an
evolving term based on the Bhattacharyya distance to the
CV energy functional that minimizes the dissimilarities
within the object and maximizes the distance between the
two regions. The proposed energy function is:
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The accuracy of the FER systems are completely reliant
on the automatic face detection that is considered one of the
challenging tasks for the existing works. Therefore, we
proposed an unsupervised and a robust AC model that is the
combination of the two energy functions that detects and
extracts the faces automatically from the expression frames.
The proposed AC model has been tested and validated on
publicly available standard dataset named Cohn-Kanade
dataset [21] in order to assess its performance.
In the facial expression videos, the active contour
evolution in a certain frame is performed independently of
the other frames, means that the face detection in a video is
done frame-based. The only utilized information is the ﬁnal
contour obtained in the previous frame which will be used to
determine the initial position of the active contour in the
current frame. First, an ellipse with major axis along y-axis
of length 10 and minor axis along x-axis of length 10 is
selected as the initial contour. In the experimental results of
this paper, this initial shape will be same for all the
expression frames, but only the center location varies. In
each video, the ﬁrst frame is segmented using manual
initialization such that the initial contour is closer to the
human face.
Then from the second frame, the position of the initial
contour’s center in the current frame is the mean value of the
points along the ﬁnal contour in the previous frame.
(n)
(n)
Suppose, there are M points ( xi , yi ) , i=1…M along the ﬁnal
contour of the facial frame n(n≥1). Then, the center
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where Ain and Aout are respectively the areas inside and
outside the curve C. Thus, the proposed AC model
overcame the limitation of conventional CV AC model in
the area of face detection.

where β∈[0,1], B(C) is the Bhattacharyya coefﬁcient [17]
with the Eq. 3 and 4.

f1  x  

(5)

where
0 and
0 are constants.
The intuition behind the proposed energy functional is
that we seek for a curve which (1) is regular, i.e., the ﬁrst
two terms and (2) partitions the image into regions such that
the differences within each region are minimized, i.e., the
F(C) term and the distance between the two regions is
maximized, i.e., the B(C) term. The level set implementation
for the energy functional in 4 can be derived as.

out ( c )
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where f1(x) and f2(x) are the local ﬁtting functions [19]
which depend on the level set function , and need to be
updated in each contour evaluation and H( ) and ( )≡
H ( ) respectively the Heaviside and Dirac functions [20].
Note that the Bhattacharyya distance is deﬁned by [–log
B(C)] and the maximization of this distance is equivalent to
the minimization of B(C) that also to be comparable to the
F(C) term, B(C) is multiplied by the area of the image
because its value is always within the interval [0, 1] whereas
F(C) is calculated based on the integral over the image
plane. In general, we can regularize the solution by
constraining the length of the curve and the area of the
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(cx( n 1) , c (yn 1) )

Some experimental results of the proposed AC model
with the above scheme on six different types of facial
expressions are given in Fig. 1. Also, some sample results of
the CV AC model are represented in Fig. 2.

of the initial contour in the frame (n+1) is

calculated as
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Fig. 1. Sample results of the proposed AC model (a) represents the initial contour (b) shows the ﬁnal contour and (c)
presents the extracted face.
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Fig. 2. Sample results of CV AC model (a) represents the initial contour (b) shows the ﬁnal contour and (c) presents
the extracted face.

IV.

research, we have proposed an active contour model based
on level set that is the combination of two energy functions
(1) Chan-Vese energy function that has been exploited in
order to minimize the dissimilarities within the human face,

CONCLUSION

Before investigating the facial expressions, automatic
face detection is the essential part of the FER systems. In this
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[7]

and (2) Bhattacharyya distance function that is used to
maximize the distance between the face and background. At
ﬁrst step, the initial contour should be closer to the human
face. The proposed AC model detects and extracts the face
from the current frame by employing this initial contour and
the ﬁnal contour of this frame is shifted to the next frame.
Then, the mass center of the shifted contour is used as the
center of the initial contour in the next frame and by this
way, the process will be repeated till the last frame of the
expression video. As a result, the proposed AC model with
this initialization scheme can correctly detects human face
from the expression videos. The overall results of the
proposed AC model and the conventional CV AC are shown
in Fig. 1 and 2 respectively.
In this paper, we presented the qualitative results of the
face detection based on the proposed model. In next step, we
will incorporate this model with feature extraction and
recognition models in order to present the quantitative results
in-terms of classiﬁcation for the typical FER systems.
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